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About This Game

The gameplay in Toki Tori is a blend of two genres. While it looks like a platform game, it's a puzzle game at heart. To progress
through the game, the player must pick up each egg in a level using a set number of tools. Players will have to look and plan
ahead carefully while using items such as the Telewarp, Freeze-o-Matic and InstantRock™. Additional tools are gradually

introduced as the player progresses through the game's 80+ levels covering four unique worlds.

A wide variety of items and weapons

80 levels spread over 4 large worlds

Dozens of hours of gameplay

For all ages - accessible and hard levels available

Catchy music and sound effects

Steam Achievements

Full screen HD graphics

Shader effects
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5.1 Surround Soundtrack

Controls designed for mouse, keyboard as well as joypad
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Title: Toki Tori
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Two Tribes
Publisher:
Two Tribes Publishing
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2010
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English,Dutch,French,German,Italian
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this is tale of a doggy girl. on a quest to return pudding to the world...which leads her into gurren lagann hype♥♥♥♥♥♥near
the end. BELIEVE IN THE PUDDING THAT BELIEVES IN YOU!

this game story also leads into acceleration of suguri side story.

ps: bullet hell game. its not for everyone. so i suggest it IF you love bullet hell or shump games. its ok but nala did not like the
graphics it needs to be smooth. Laggy, terrible FOV, and slow moving. It didn't help that a random enemy spawn killed me.
0/10. The kingdom of Tarethiel has been taken over by creatures of hell. Your mission is to cleanse the kingdom and free the
citizen from the agonizing wrath of the demon child called Damien. Grab your axe, bow, gun or magic powers and start purging
the Gate Keepers and their minions!

Hero Siege is a gore filled Hack N Slash game with heavy Rogue-like elements. Choose a class and start your survival journey.
Find secrets, obtain items, slay hordes of different enemies and bosses.. Obviously very early on in development, the game has a
lot of potential and is a lot of fun.

Currently, it only really seems to have one finished map but it looks like the second one is almost done (just missing cameras).

The goal of this game depends on what team you're on. You're either one of the coppers or a robber.

As a robber you try to get away with a successful heist. You win if you get to a getaway helicopter with 40,000 buckaroos or if
the police mess up and shoot a civilian. You lose if you get shot or time runs out (it resets when you pick up money).

As a cop, you try to catch (shoot) the conniving culprit coveting your banks currency. You win if you shut down the thief before
they escape and complete a successful heist and you lose if you lose both your lives in the attempt or lose your job after shooting
a civilian (this part I find unrealistic. The facing consequences for your actions part).

Each of these team roles has various abilities and in the cases modifier masks on top of those various classes.

Modifier masks change things like jump height and armour and will reveal your intents to be malicious upon their donning.
They are modifiers so while they are neat and add variety, they add nowhere near the amount of the class roles offered.

The various classes actually change the way you play completely. From the spy as a copper where you can pretend to be a
civilian, hiding in plain sight and flipping the script on the nefarious nerdowells to the hacker robber class, letting you see
through the various cameras the bank thought would be antithetical to the act you attempt to commit.

Balance wise, some classes seem vastly more useful than others (the Heavy class for instance has a helicopter rescue that doesn't
seem all that useful on current maps), but I imagine they will all find their places when the game gets more maps finished.

As for cops vs robbers balance, Im still undecided. At first without really paying too close attention to how the mechanisms
worked, it seemed almost impossible for the robber to get away successfully, but once you get to grips with how things work, Id
almost say thats the easier role.

As for player base, currently, if you're playing at prime time for your region, you might just be able to find someone to play
against 1v1, but obviously being a brand new game, that's clearly not finished, its best if you at the very least buy it for yourself
and a buddy where it'll be good fun for quite a while.
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Some other small thoughts about the game: While given its rather light on resources aesthetics, it performs excellently probably
even on a toaster (though Im running on a 1070\/7700k both oced), has the minor problem of not allowing me to switch to my
other monitor with the dual setup that I have. It seems to lock your cursor in even when out of focus.

Another small annoyance is that the button to change team chat to all chat (which the game has (text chat), also opens up the
chat window which is just sort of cumbersome.

Otherwise, even if the game was to stop being developed today, right now(2018-06-17) (though it doesn't look like that'll be the
case), id say its easily worth the price of a couple bucks for the amount of fun you'll get out of it.

Be sure to play through the tutorial or you'll wind up confused butting around with the controls for longer than you really need to
be. The tutorial is so short you'll feel like a muppet for not having done it first.. Good to listen while I study ;)
But now I got new thablet and it is unplayable due to screen size!
Please fix that.. It's awesome, but I assumed I was purchasing a complete story, not so much an episode. For the price of half a
Telltale season, you purchase the equivalent of one Telltale episode. I was sad to see it end on a cliffhanger, but that's just a
testiment to how amazing the game is.. Quick review:
Yatagarasu is fantastic. Yatagarasu has great netcode. Yatagarasu is beginner friendly. Yatagarasu is very fast, but Yatagarasu is
not an anime fighter. Yatagarasu, quite frankly, looks like garbage.

This is a game in which individual player skill, quick wits, and experience will win out over meticulously practiced combos.

Thoughts:
Yatagarasu is the first fighting game I've seen released since the launch of Street Fighter 4 that presents the player with an
experience which boils down the SF-influenced 2D Fighting genre to its core. It apes Third Strike pretty hard, but it's much
easier to pick up.

At the end of the day, 99% of 2D fighters are just Street Fighter 2 with a gimmick. Yatagarasu has no gimmick. Parrying, to
me, feels like the most natural extension of what could possibly done with the genre without changing the fundamental
gameplay that Street Fighter 2 layed out. Parrying quickens the pace of the game without simply upping the speed. Guard breaks
also keep players on their toes, expanding upon the typical guard, grab, 'n chip damage solution to turtling.

In essence, while this is a more offensive game than SF2\/4, your options for defense have been expanded considerably, creating
a beautiful balance which keeps both players on their toes. Mounting an offensive takes much more than a block strong riddled
with high\/low mixups and the like.

Please, play this game. It honestly looks really bad, it's obviously still in development (menus are very poor, stage icons use in-
progress art), and personally, I think the the character designs are really boring. That said, the mechanics of this game are top
notch. If you like fighting games, if you want to get good at fighting games, this is the game to play.
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Took me a bit to figure out that in order to find the music files, you had to locate the game file on steam, But now that I'm able
to listen to it, I really enjoy it.
WARNING: nearly half of it is the dance music on a 3 minute loop, so for those who aren't into that, be warned.. Pros:
- Great graphics
- Great concept.
- But that's about it.

Cons:
- The handling is absoulete garbage.
- Practice mode only has you following the lines, implement some sort of dialouge to help remember the route by heart.
- Needs more added vehicles, including minivans as well as graphics to show your a taxi.
- In practice mode, if you don't get in your lane before the starting line, your vehicle flips.

All in all, I understand this game is an early access game, so hoping to see more improvements in the future. At this point in
time, I would not recommend this game. It's overpriced for what it is at this point in time.

. Cybercube is an automatic running where you have to dodge various objects in your way by slowing down, jumping or
changing which platform you are on to reach the end of the level. The first 20-30 levels are pretty easy so try and last out until
then because then you will be met with a challenge and the game really starts.

This game is really well made and I cannot fault any mechanics about it. The only downside is the price. I would personally wait
until the game is no more then $2, if you can pick it up for around that price then you will not be disappointed in the slightest!

With 100 levels and 85 achievements you can easily have a few hours of game play. This game isn't worth 20 Euros.. Probably
the best game I've ever played, honestly. I love reading, and the story in this "game" really pulled me into it. Would recommend
to anyone that likes reading.. At first, it was a game that crashed with each achivement, but with a small tweak it seems, which I
was informed of by the developers, it has fixed it. while I have not played much, it seems worth the time, and runs fairly
smoothly.
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